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MORE THAN JAZZ

“TREK & JAZZ”

Option A: “Gola del Furlo and the flight of the golden eagle”
An itinerary in the State Reserve of Gola del Furlo, well known for its beautiful landscapes and natural
attractions including a beautiful canyon. Here you can find a wide range of animal species, among
which the golden eagle, which nests in the sheer cliffs of the gorge. The route consists of a ring of about
10 km, reaching the summit meadows of the mount Paganuccio, where a 360° panoramic view, from
the Adriatic sea to the Apennines will be enjoyed! Length: approximately 10 km - Vertical gap: about 500
mt. - Difficulty: medium - Tour of about 6 - 7 hours; Packed lunch; Meeting point: on site
Option B: San Bartolo Park and its cliff
The San Bartolo Regional Park is characterized by a cliff sheering over the sea: a unique landscape of sea
and hills in a mix of colors and scents, arriving at the villages of Fiorenzuola di Focara and Casteldimezzo
through woods and vineyards. During the stroll it could happen, though not easy, to observe the flight of
the peregrine falcon, with its swooping flight to capture its preys! Length: approximately 12 km - Vertical
gap: about 200 mt. - Difficulty: easy - Tour of about 5 hours; Packed lunch; Meeting point: on site
The proposal includes:
The proposal does not include: Price from: € 30,00 /person
✓ Authorized Trek guide
✓ Transfers from/to meeting
Packages for individuals
in the chosen language
point
and groups.
(ask for available languages) ✓ Everything not mentioned
✓ Packed lunch
in the section “The proposal
✓ H24 Phone Assistance
includes”

“JAZZ & WINE”

Guided tour of a renowned winery in the area of Pesaro and Fano, including a later long walk in the vineyard. Guided tasting of wines produced by the winery itself with exposition and sale of locally produced products (“at 0 km”). The experience will end with a light lunch in the vineyard with organic products.
The proposal includes:
The proposal does not include:
✓ Guided tour of the winery in ✓ Transfers from/to meeting
the chosen language (ask for
point
available languages)
✓ Everything not mentioned
✓ Guided tasting of wines
in the section “The proposal
produced by the winery
includes”
✓ Buffet light lunch in the
Vineyard
Price from: € 28,00 /person
✓ H24 Phone Assistance
For individuals and groups.

“TREK, JAZZ & WINE”
Short excursion on the hills and along vine crop rows surrounding Fratterosa, clinged to the top of a hill,
with a panoramic view of the beautiful gentle hills, located between the valleys of the Cesano and Metauro rivers. Following, visit to the cellar of a famous winery with appetizers and tasting of their certified
and qualified wines (Pergola DOC, Bianchello del Metauro and Sangiovese). After, guests can visit the
ancient village of Fratterosa and its museum of the terracotta. Vertical gap: about 200 mt. - Difficulty: easy
The proposal includes:
The proposal does not include:
✓ Guided tour of the winery in ✓ Transfers from/to meeting
the chosen language (ask for
point
available languages)
✓ Everything not mentioned
✓ Guided tasting of local certiin the section “The proposal
fied wines produced by the
includes”
winery with appetizers
✓ Buffet light lunch in the
Price from: € 48,00 /person
Vineyard
For individuals and groups.
✓ H24 Phone Assistance

SPECIAL EVENT: “JAZZ & SAIL” on JULY 28th 2015
Experience the emotions of live music
cradled by the waves on board of the Caique
“Regina Isabella”. A navigation from Fano
to the Monte S. Bartolo, in a pleasant afternoon enjoying notes and flavors: a Jazz concert will be held onboard, while tasting grilled fresh fish accompanied by local wines.
Departure: 5.00 p.m. from the Marina dei
Cesari in Fano. Return: 8.30 p.m. to attend
the concert of Dobet Gnahorè at 9.15 p.m.

The excursion will take place with minimum 20 and maximum 35 participants.
In case of bad weather the event will be moved to Thursday 30th of July 2015.

The proposal includes:
✓ Afternoon excursion
on the Caique “Regina
Isabella”
✓ “Ritus”: Jazz concert by
Daniele Di Bonaventura at
the Bandoneon
✓ Grilled fish and local wines buffet served on board
✓ H24 Phone Assistance

The proposal does not include:
✓ Transfers from/to meeting
point
✓ Everything not mentioned
in the section “The proposal
includes”

Price from: € 58,00/person
For individuals and groups.

